
ADS-T™

MOBILE TRANSPORT
ANESTHESIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

The ADS-T™ is a portable,

durable anesthesia system

designed for fast paced

environments where space

and mobility are a premium

Small operating rooms

Changing environments &

easy storage

Take it with you

Designed for Flexibility

Anesthesia & Monitoring

Vaporizer Compatibility
 

Equipped standard for compatibility with all

Selectatec® style vaporizers.  Additional

mount options available.  



Reliable, Intuitive, & Compact

ADS-T™ System
Designed for versatility and reliability this table top or wall

mounted system delivers accurate amounts of anesthesia gas via

a easy to use and proven flow tube control panel.   The ADS-T™

will work with any Selectatec® compatible single vaporizer.

This system is ideal smaller operating rooms, travel, or as a

backup.  It is flexible for changing environments.

Gases

Oxygen, nitrous oxide, and air via territory-specific inlet

connectors. An easily accessible Common Gas Outlet

(CGO) with dedicated oxygen flush button. Oxygen and air

auxiliary outlets are fitted as standard. 

Durable, light weight, with a

convenient carrying handle

A proven and easy to use flow

control panel with mechanical anti-

hypoxic safety measures

Standard Selectatec® single-station

backbar 

Easy access common gas outlet

(CGO) with oxygen flush

Audible and visual oxygen supply

failure warning

Table top or wall mount options

Cylinder or central gas compatible

Auxillary O2 and air inputs

O2, N20, & Air flowmeter with AHD

Optional rolling carrying case.

Features

Safety

Audible and visual warning if there is a

reduction of oxygen supply pressure. A

proven mechanical anti-hypoxic system

provides enhanced patient safety.

Selectatec® Standard

The ADS-T™ comes standard with a single

Selectatec® vaporizer compatible

backbar mount.

Gas Source Pressure 
O2: 280 kPa〜600 kPa

N2O: 280 kPa〜600 kPa

AIR: 280 kPa〜600 kPa

Flowmeter Range 
O2：2 Tubes 0-15L/min

N2O: 2 Tubes 0-15L/min

Air：Single Tube 0-15L/min

Temp
Operation：  5℃ -  40℃
Transportation & Storage：  

-10℃ ~ 55℃

Low Oxygen Pressure Alarm
Alarm sounds when oxygen pressure

is more than 0 but less 200kpa

Oxygen Indicator
Red    Oxygen Pressure  ＜150kPa

Green  Oxygen pressure  ＞150kPa

Machine size 

Without Breathing Circuit：L * W * H:

300mmX250mmX380mm

With Breathing Circuit：L * W * H:

524mmX270mmX525mm

Humidity 
Operation： ≤80%

Transport & Storage：≤93%

Atmospheric Pressure
860hPa~1060hPa
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